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Anthony Fowler and Andrew Hall question both the statistical validity and the broader significance of our analysis of

the electoral impact of shark attacks along the Jersey Shore in 1916. Setting aside the politics and history of the

Progressive period, they focus on methodological considerations, carrying out an extensive set of tests intended to cast

all-purpose doubt on our interpretation of the electoral evidence. However, we show that this style of analysis leads

them not just into historical misjudgments but into statistical lapses as well. Correcting those missteps, and setting aside

the substantial share of their evidence that has no bearing on our argument, leaves our conclusions handsomely

supported. In the end, we argue, statistical calculations ignoring the relevant politics and history contribute little to

scientific understanding.
We thank Professors Fowler and Hall for their dis-
cussion of our work on the electoral effects of the
1916 New Jersey shark attacks (Achen and Bartels

2016, 118–28). They present a brisk critique, setting out pos-
sible issues with our analysis. We are grateful for the oppor-
tunity to address their concerns, clarifying and extending the
argument we presented in our book.

Fowler and Hall offer four lines of criticism. We begin
by summarizing them, along with our replies, before setting
out our evidence in greater detail.

First, Fowler and Hall’s own analysis of 97 fatal shark at-
tacks between 1872 and 2012 provides “little support for the
hypothesis that shark attacks decrease support for incumbent
presidents or their parties” (2018, in this issue, 1427). How-
ever, that analysis has no real bearing on our work. Attribut-
ing to us the notion that, in general, “shark attacks influence
presidential elections,” much less that “irrelevant events gen-
erally influence presidential elections” (1424, 1425), reflects a
profound misreading of our argument. As we spelled out, the
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1916 attacks were politically relevant because substantial eco-
nomic losses ensued and the president was explicitly blamed.
Neither of those things is true of the typical shark attack; thus,
we would not expect it to matter at the polls.

Second, Fowler and Hall’s reanalysis of county-level vot-
ing patterns in New Jersey in 1916 produces “substantively
smaller and statistically weaker” estimates of the impact of
shark attacks on electoral support for Woodrow Wilson “un-
der alternative specifications” (2018, 1423). However, they get
somewhat smaller shark effects with larger confidence inter-
vals only by omitting or distorting the key factors influencing
the 1916 election, resulting in regressions that fit much less
well than our own. For example, they show that the apparent
effect of the shark attacks is one-third smaller when several
coastal counties with little or no shore tourism are treated as if
they were affected. Much the same thing happens when the
political distinctiveness of New Jersey’s machine counties in
this era is ignored or when Mayhew’s (1986) designation of
machine counties in the 1960s is substituted for our designa-
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1. Thus, we did not argue that any natural disaster will reduce the vote
for any incumbent, as some recent interpretations of our work have im-
plied (Bodet, Thomas, and Tessier 2016). To the contrary, we emphasized
that people’s pain is unlikely to be electorally relevant unless politicians or
groups formulate it as a political problem, a familiar result from political
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tion based on contemporary historians’ accounts. Even so, their
point estimates mostly differ only modestly from ours. The
estimates become statistically insignificant only because their
ahistorical bad statistical fits inflate standard errors and thus
make the t-statistics smaller. We show that a variety of re-
gression models that get the politics right all fit better than
Fowler and Hall’s. Those models all show a substantively and
statistically significant shark effect.

Third, Fowler and Hall’s reanalysis of township-level vot-
ing patterns within Ocean County in 1916 produces “no evi-
dence that the shark attacks hurtWilson inNew Jersey’s beach
towns” (2018, 1433). Their argument depends critically on
modifying our original data, using an implicit assumption that
electoral procedures on the Jersey Shore were the same in the
early twentieth century as they are now. However, we show
that those procedures have changed and, thus, that Fowler and
Hall’s revised data set is inaccurate. Once we correct this error,
the shark effect returns.

Fourth, Fowler and Hall employ a series of “placebo tests”
comparing election outcomes in coastal and noncoastal coun-
ties to suggest that “Achen and Bartels’s result for New Jersey
in 1916 was somewhat likely to arise even if shark attacks have
no effect on presidential elections” (2018, 1435). They look at
20 different states with ocean shorelines and 36 different
election years. They find that 27% of these comparisons pro-
duce “statistically significant” differences in the vote swing
from one election to the next in counties bordering the ocean;
hence, they argue that other factors besides shark attacks could
have produced the marked electoral shift in Jersey Shore
counties in 1916. But Fowler andHall provide no indication of
what those other factors might be. In any case, their “placebo”
would be better described as a well-known drug. No student of
American politics should be surprised to discover that Texas
counties along the Gulf of Mexico are different in many ways
from those inland or that the politics of New York City and
Long Island are distinct from those of upstate New York.
Showing that such familiar differences have sometimes pro-
duced distinctive electoral shifts is easy enough, but it shows
only that many things influence elections. It does nothing to
demonstrate that the shark attacks made no difference. The
fact that one drug works does not prove that another drug has
failed.

Thus, while Fowler and Hall’s arguments may seem plau-
sible at first glance, especially for readers unfamiliar with
New Jersey politics in the Progressive era, they turn out upon
careful reading to be wholly unpersuasive.

We now take up in detail Fowler and Hall’s four points. In
each case, we briefly summarize our original argument, then
address their criticisms, showing why we find their claims
unconvincing.
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SHARK ATTACKS, 1872–2012
The observation that income losses tend to dent political sup-
port for incumbent politicians dates to the nineteenth century.
It entered political science with Gosnell and Pearson (1939)
and Kramer (1971), whose work was followed by hundreds of
other studies demonstrating that pocketbook voting generally
has strong and reliable electoral effects, especially in theUnited
States.

As we noted (Achen and Bartels 2016, 92), these effects
have been interpreted by prominent scholars “as evidence
of the fundamental rationality of American voters and elec-
tions.” But that interpretation requires that voters respond
to economic outcomes that reflect incumbents’ good or bad
performance while ignoring those that are attributable to
circumstances beyond the incumbents’ control. Voters who
mistake luck for skill “significantly degrade the efficacy of
elections as mechanisms for selecting and sanctioning po-
litical leaders” (115, 102–8, 329–33).

In most settings, economic and social conditions reflect a
complex combination of incumbent leaders’ skill and luck. In
an attempt to sidestep that complexity, we focused part of our
analysis on calamitous events that “rational voters ought to
recognize as clearly outside any incumbent’s control.” We
argued that “electoral responses to natural disasters are just
particularly illuminating instances of the broader phenome-
non of retrospective voting”—illuminating because theymight
show whether incumbents “pay at the polls for bad times,
whether or not objective observers can find a rational basis for
blame” (Achen and Bartels 2016, 114, 118).

We spelled out in some detail the unusual features of the
1916 New Jersey attacks that made them relevant for testing
our argument. First, the attacks caused very substantial lo-
cal business losses, with Shore resorts suffering 75% va-
cancy rates in the midst of their high season. Second, since
most scientists before 1916 believed that unprovoked sharks
did not attack human beings, the attacks had considerable
shock value and generated widespread national (and even
international) publicity. Third, President Wilson and prom-
inent members of his administration were nearby, and
Wilson was explicitly blamed for not solving the problem—a
crucial component of our argument, since “voter’s attribu-
tions of blame are often crucial in their decisions to punish
incumbents” (Achen and Bartels 2016, 138, 140).1
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Contrary to Fowler and Hall, we certainly never claimed
that, in general, “shark attacks influence presidential elections”
(2018, 1424). To our knowledge, no one has ever made such a
claim. Fowler and Hall gesture at the distinctive features of the
1916 case, noting that “the president had vacationed in the
area” and that “the attacks affected the local economy,” and
they then search for “similar behavior in other instances”
(1425). But instead of looking for other historical events with
the theoretically relevant circumstances, they ignore those con-
siderations and instead provide a “comprehensive” analysis
of US shark attacks. How many of the 96 other cases they
examine involved substantial economic costs in the affected
communities, significant publicity, and explicit attributions
of blame to the president or the federal government? We
suspect that the vast majority of shark attacks fail those
conditions and thus are irrelevant to our argument. If that is
right, then most shark attacks should have made little or no
difference at the polls.

Indeed, Fowler and Hall’s political-context-free approach
fails to turn up much evidence for the impact of generic shark
attacks. They conclude that our analysis of the 1916 shark at-
tacks “is a one-off case relying on an incredibly unusual con-
stellation of circumstances and therefore has little to say about
democratic accountability and voter competence in general”
(Fowler and Hall 2018, 1425). Now of course, highly politi-
cized shark attacks that impose heavy economic costs on a re-
gion are rare. If shark attacks were the only possible occasion
for voter irrationality, then Fowler andHall would be right to
question their broader significance. However, that is far from
the case, and thus the frequency of politically relevant shark
attacks is beside the point.

Instead, the theoretically meaningful question is how of-
ten voters punish politicians for events that politicians do
not control. The 1916 shark attacks provide a compelling
example of blind retrospection, but that example is certainly
not exhaustive of the broader phenomenon.2 Indeed, we
cited other cases in which economic fluctuations plausibly
unrelated to the performance of incumbent leaders seem to
history studies (Apter 1964; Cantril 1941, chap. 3; Edelman 1964, chap. 2;
Gaventa 1980; Smith 1992; Tarrow 1998, chaps. 1, 7; and many others).
We showed in two historical cases that when that condition failed and
incumbents were not explicitly blamed, electoral retribution failed as well.
Not mentioning the prior literature, Fowler and Hall (2018, 1425) describe
these two positive confirmations of standard political science findings as
“null results.”

2. That is, the proportion of interest is the fraction of elections in-
fluenced by irrelevant events, which is substantial and important. Fowler
and Hall instead concern themselves with the fraction of irrelevant events
that influence elections, which is small and immaterial to our argument.
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have had significant electoral effects (Achen and Bartels 2016,
114) and added some analysis of voting patterns in the Great
Depression era suggesting that incumbents seem to have been
rewarded and punished for ups and downs in the economy
unrelated to their own policy preferences (200–211).

We also supplemented our analysis of the shark attacks
with a large-scale analysis of the electoral impact of droughts
and wet spells over the entire twentieth century (Achen and
Bartels 2016, 128–35). The logic of that analysis rests on the
judgment that significant droughts and wet spells are likely
to cause real distress for large numbers of voters. That seems
especially likely in rural areas where farming and ranching
are major economic activities. Nonetheless, we recognized
that “some droughts will have substantial economic and po-
litical impacts and others less so” (132) and reported substantial
variability over the course of the twentieth century in the ap-
parent electoral impact of climatic conditions. Notwithstand-
ing that variability, as we expected, voters seem to “punish
most of the time” (137). Fowler and Hall do not address that
finding or its bearing on the argument they seek to under-
mine.

Much remains to be learned about the discernment of
retrospective voters and the impact of their behavior on
political leaders. But scientific progress in this area will re-
quire careful investigation of circumstances in which voters
would plausibly be expected to feel significant pain or plea-
sure and then attribute it, reasonably or unreasonably, to
incumbent politicians. Fowler and Hall’s “comprehensive”
analysis of shark attacks simply fails to address the relevant
question. Thus, we turn to the more relevant aspects of their
critique, which focus specifically on the cogency of our
claims regarding the 1916 shark attacks.

COUNTY-LEVEL ANALYSIS
In our first statistical analysis of the shark effect, we com-
pared Woodrow Wilson’s performance in the 1916 presi-
dential election in the four New Jersey Shore counties hard
hit by the summer shark attacks with his performance in
the rest of the state. We found that Wilson’s 1916 vote fell
by about 3 percentage points in the Shore counties.3 The
t-ratio for the regression coefficient exceeded 3.0, so that the
effect easily achieved statistical significance. A variety of other
3. We controlled throughout for Wilson’s 1912 vote share. In New Jersey
and most of the Northeast (although not in much of the rest of the country),
Wilson got almost exactly the same three-party vote share in 1912 as his two-
party share in 1916 (Achen and Bartels 2016, 121). William Howard Taft and
Theodore Roosevelt simply split the Republican vote in 1912, and both men’s
votes generally returned toCharles EvansHughes in 1916. Thus,Wilson’s 1912
vote share works very well as a baseline.
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4. For the 1912 presidential election generally, see Gould (2008) and
Link (1947); for 1916, see Gould (2016), Link (1965), Lovell (1980), and
Nathan (1965).
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statistical specifications led to the same result—a drop of 2–
4 percentage points in Wilson’s vote share in the Jersey Shore
counties (Achen and Bartels 2016, 122).

Fowler andHall criticize this analysis on the grounds that it
involves “several important specification choices” that are
“consequential for the substantive size and statistical strength
of the estimated effect” (2018, 1424). They proceed to examine
five alternative specifications and, more briefly, hundreds of
additional alternatives generated by mechanical mixing and
matching of these and other possibilities. In every instance
they find some evidence of a shark effect, but in most cases
the estimates are smaller and less precise than in our original
analysis. If these alternative specifications were “defensible”
and “reasonable,” as Fowler andHall assert (1427, 1429), then
it would be perfectly appropriate to weigh their results along
with ours (Bartels 1997). As it turns out, the effect would be to
muddy but not substantially alter our conclusions. How-
ever, analyses blind to historical and political context will
seldom be “defensible” or “reasonable,” and we will show in
some detail that that is true of their plethora of “forking
paths.”

In our study, we dropped Essex County from our anal-
ysis because of the dramatic political circumstances that
distinguished it from the rest of the state. Fowler and Hall
speculate that perhaps Essex County belongs in the regres-
sion after all. They write that how we “decided that Essex
was an anomaly while the other 20 counties were worth in-
clusion is unclear.” They seem to have missed the paragraph
on the page facing the statistical results that they are criti-
cizing, where we discussed exactly this point (Achen and Bar-
tels 2016, 122).

After running for governor in 1910 with support from
the state Democratic political machines, Wilson had double-
crossed the bosses in several ways, including his successful
enactment of the Geran Law, which helped clean up corrupt
election administration in New Jersey and made Wilson’s
national reputation (Ludington 1911). In the book, we cited
two prominent Wilson biographers who noted that Jim
Smith, Democratic Party boss of Essex, was bitterly opposed
to Wilson from 1911 onward and worked to deny him the
presidency in 1912; no other county Democratic leaders did
the same (Blum 1951, 39–40; Link 1947, 236–37, 288–89, 424;
see also Hofstadter 1955, 183 n. 2). Observers in 1912 were
well aware that Essex was the only county in the state whose
Democratic Party organization was not under Wilson’s con-
trol. Speaking of the 1911 elections, Hosford (1912, 19) wrote:
“Of course every one [sic] in the United States, who reads the
newspapers, knows by this time why the old Smith-Nugent
machine, of New Jersey, would never again consciously ren-
der any more favors to Woodrow Wilson. . . . Humiliated by
This content downloaded from 128.1
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their disappointment in not being able to control Governor
Wilson and the last Legislature, only one course of action was
open to them. Revenge, sweet, delicious revenge! Revenge at
any price! . . . It [Essex] was the only county in the State where
the Governor did not speak during the campaign.” Subsequent
Wilson biographers have followed Blum, Link, andHosford in
noting that, unlike the Democratic parties in the rest of the
counties, Essex County opposed Wilson throughout the 1912
presidential campaign (Berg 2013, 229; Cooper 2009, 153). By
1916, however, Wilson’s control of the entire state had slipped
away (Blum 1951, 76; Greenberg 2012, 225), making Essex
no longer an outlier. The consequence is that 1912 is a good
control for every county except Essex.4

It is no surprise, then, that if one forces Essex into the
regression anyway, as Fowler and Hall do, the unexplained
variance doubles, and all the standard errors increase con-
comitantly—classic symptoms of having included an inap-
propriate outlier. Indeed, a standard test of whether an ob-
servation already under suspicion on substantive grounds
does not belong in a regression (the “externally studentized
residual test”; seeWeisberg 1985, 116) decisively rejects Fowler
and Hall’s suggestion that Essex County belongs in the re-
gression (p ! :002).

Now, an interest in New Jersey political history is a spe-
cialized taste, like a fondness for anchovies or stinky tofu.
However, even if one knew nothing about the relevant his-
tory, the statistical alarm bells set off by including Essex
County in a regression of this sort should be sufficient to
deter any data analyst from proceeding down this forking
path. The result of including Essex is an enormous residual.
Even on a very conservative test that assumes substantive
ignorance about the observations, treats them all as equally
suspicious, and thus leans toward keeping errant observa-
tions, the residual is sufficiently large to reject at the .05 level
the hypothesis that Essex County belongs in the regression
(Weisberg 1985, 116–17 and table E, 301–5). Thus, neither
sensible historical judgment nor conservative statistical prac-
tice supports proceeding as Fowler and Hall do. Their alter-
native specification is decisively rejected on both qualitative
and quantitative grounds.

If Essex is included in the regression anyway, the esti-
mated shark effect is actually somewhat larger than before,
and it remains significant at the .05 level, as we were well
aware and as Fowler and Hall’s table 3 reports. Thus, in this
particular regression the historical and statistical mistake of
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including Essex makes little difference. But we have gone over
this point in some detail because it illustrates clearly the pitfalls
of Fowler and Hall’s approach. In their critique, the historical
context, both what we wrote and what others have written,
goes unmentioned or even explicitly disregarded, as if quali-
tative evidence were irrelevant to quantitative researchers.
That is not a recipe for good social science, and especially not
for good historical research. Respect for qualitative evidence
prevents many a quantitative blunder. As we will see, Fowler
and Hall’s arguments demonstrate over and over again how
important it is to understand historical and cultural contexts
and how badly quantitative researchers can go wrong when
that step is skipped.

Fowler and Hall next try looking just at the counties in
which the shark attacks took place rather than all beach
counties. But this approach ignores the historical evidence of
economic losses and intense concern about the sharks along
the entire Jersey Shore.5 Even more oddly, they also try count-
ing as “beach” all New Jersey coastal counties (including
Hudson County, whose gritty beachside docks and ware-
houses provide the backdrop for the Marlon Brando film On
the Waterfront, conveying a clear sense of just how much
family beach tourism might be expected there). These al-
ternative specifications fly in the face of both common sense
and standard accounts of the distinctive dependence on tour-
ism of exactly the four Jersey Shore counties we identified
(e.g., Edelstein 1999; Roberts and Youmans 1993; Wilson
1953). But in spite of all that, the indomitable shark effect in
these implausible regressions remains between 2 and 3 per-
centage points, one statistically significant and the other
nearly so.

Finally, Fowler and Hall question our “machine county”
control variable. They acknowledge that “populous counties
with large immigrant populations were different from the
rest of the state and may have differentially shifted their sup-
port for Wilson between 1912 and 1916” (Fowler and Hall
2018, 1428). However, they then proceed to ignore that fact
in their own analyses, first excluding the control for ma-
5. Atlantic and Cape May are the excluded Jersey Shore counties in
their analysis, but the beach communities in those two counties were
devastated by the lack of summer business and were far from relaxed
about the sharks. Capuzzo (2001, 274) reported: “During the second week
of July, the grand hotels, cottages, and guest house from Cape May north
to Spring Lake reported an average of 75 percent vacancies on some of the
best beach days of the year.” That geographic range includes both Atlantic
and Cape May counties. The member of Congress for Atlantic County
introduced a bill appropriating $5,000 to the federal Bureau of Fisheries
to help in “the extermination of the man-eating sharks now infecting
the waters of the Atlantic Ocean along the coast of New Jersey” (276). The
town of Wildwood in Cape May County offered a $1,000 bounty for the
killing of a man-eating shark (Fernicola 2001, 81).
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chine counties altogether and then substituting Mayhew’s
(1986) list of machine counties a half century later on the
grounds that “the county machines he identifies are likely to
have been long-lived” (Fowler and Hall 2018, 1429). Even a
cursory reading of the relevant scholarly literature could have
alerted them to significant changes in the number and
character of urban machines over that half century (e.g.,
Banfield and Wilson 1963, 116), while a glance at the demo-
graphic characteristics of Mayhew’s machine counties would
have shown that some of them were not “populous counties
with large immigrant populations” in 1916. Again Fowler and
Hall’s “forking paths” do not get the politics nearly right. Thus,
it should not be surprising that both these specifications pro-
duce dramatically lower R2 statistics (although the estimated
shark effects still exceed 2 percentage points with t-ratios of 1.2
and 1.5). The obvious question—why do these regressions fit
so poorly?—is not one that Fowler and Hall pause to ask.

Now, the fact that Fowler and Hall’s treatment of “ma-
chine counties” is unpersuasive does not imply that our own
approach is the only plausible one. Historical judgments are
never beyond dispute, and the construction of this variable
required careful assessment of the politics of Wilson’s time.
Thus, we lay out here the considerations that led us to define
it as we did, as well as the implications for our argument of
some plausible alternative approaches.

The central political cleavage in early twentieth-century
America was the conflict between old-stock, primarily Prot-
estant groups and more recently arrived, mostly Catholic
immigrants. Particularly within the Democratic Party, these
two competing groups found their respective champions in
the reform wing and in the urban political machines. The
machines offered immigrants food, medical attention, jobs,
and assistance in navigating American life, sometimes ig-
noring legal niceties in the process; the corruption of the cities
provided impulse for reformbut also a convenient justification
for reformers to indulge their ethnic, social class, and religious
prejudices (Banfield and Wilson 1963, chaps. 9–11; Golway
2014; Hofstadter 1955, chap. 5).

By 1912 in New Jersey, Woodrow Wilson’s strongest
party support was concentrated among the reformers. Essex
County’s Democratic machine and its leader, Jim Smith,
bitterly opposed Wilson, as we have seen. But populous
Hudson County was the crucial prize. “As in all Democratic
contests in New Jersey, Hudson County, the cornerstone of
the state Democracy, was the center and pivot of the strug-
gle” (Link 1947, 425). When Wilson ran for president the
first time in 1912, Hudson’s powerful Democratic Party was
bitterly divided. The dominant progressive faction under the
leadership of Mayor H. Otto Wittpenn backed Wilson (Boots
1917, 115). But a “regular” faction led by a young Frank
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Hague worked to defeat him, spreading pamphlets across
northern New Jersey cities with large numbers of immigrants
“emphasizing Wilson’s alleged contempt for the ‘new’
immigrants from southern and eastern Europe,” especially
Italian Americans (Link 1947, 425; see also Kelly 1961, 55,
112).

Once he became president, “Wilson distanced himself
from direct involvement in New Jersey politics” (Greenberg
2012, 225). In consequence, by the spring of 1913 “Wilson
and [his political lieutenant Joseph] Tumulty were losing
command of New Jersey’s political destiny” (Blum 1951, 76).
Most importantly, Hague took increasingly firm control of
Hudson County in this period (Connors 1971, chap. 2; Hart
2013, chaps. 1–2). Because of Hudson’s dominance in Dem-
ocratic votes, he quickly became the state’s party leader and a
classic political “boss,” going on to rule for several decades as
“the supreme dictator of the Democratic organization in the
State” (Kerney 1926, 279; see also Connors 1971; Hart 2013;
McKean 1940; Smith 1982).

Thus, Hague was much better placed in 1916 than he
had been in 1912 to do Wilson harm, especially in those
parts of northern New Jersey with substantial numbers of
immigrants. Events strengthened his hand as well. World
War I was underway, and although the United States had
not yet joined the fight, Wilson’s lean toward the British
side had become apparent. “The hostility of unregenerate
German- and Irish-Americans to Wilson’s diplomatic and
military policies confronted Democratic leaders at the Con-
vention of 1916,” and Tumulty spent much of the campaign
attempting to overcome that hostility (Blum 1951, 105, 105–
9).6 Hughes, the Republican candidate, was endorsed by
most major German and Irish American spokesmen and
newspapers. Across much of the Northeast and upper Mid-
west, including New Jersey, urban Democratic machines ca-
tering to ethnic voters “either knifed the ticket or else they
made only half-hearted campaigns” (Link 1954, 25).

What this review of the 1916 election in New Jersey dem-
onstrates is that, compared to 1912, Wilson’s control of the
Democratic Party was weaker, Hague’s was stronger, and anti-
Wilson sentiments had grown in importance among many im-
migrant groups. These developments would be expected to
depress Wilson’s vote among immigrants, particularly in
places influenced by increasingly hostile Democratic politi-
cal machines. Thus, in any analysis of how the vote changed
6. Irish Americans’ lack of enthusiasm for the prospect of America
joining the war was compounded by an intensification of anti-British feeling
after the Easter Rising in Dublin was put down and brutally punished in
April 1916 (Link 1960, 20–23).
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from 1912 to 1916, it is crucial to pay attention to the im-
migrant vote.7

Exactly how should one do that? In our book, we em-
ployed a dummy variable for Hague’s Hudson County plus
the three counties adjacent to it, each of which had immi-
grant populations constituting more than 60% of its resi-
dents. One of those three counties is Essex, home of the other
major Democratic machine in this period. The other two are
Union and Bergen, parts of the same densely settled,
immigrant-rich metropolitan area as the two well-known
adjacent Democratic machine counties. We called these four
the “machine counties.” However, it is certainly possible
to imagine other historically “defensible,” “reasonable” ap-
proaches of the sort Fowler and Hall seek. Do those plausible
alternatives support our conclusion about the effects of the
shark attacks? The answer to that question turns out to be a
firm yes.

We begin by supposing that a researcher knew nothing
about political machines in New Jersey in this period but
had a basic grasp of the issues in the 1912 and 1916 pres-
idential elections and thus knew that immigrant voters
were less happy with Wilson in 1916 than they had been in
1912. Hence, in a test for Wilson’s vote losses in the Shore
counties, the proportion of immigrant voters in each county
would need to be controlled. On its own, this is a somewhat
naive specification, since it treats isolated immigrants in rural
counties the same as those dependent on their local ward
boss for employment.8 But it has the advantage of requiring
only a standard census demographic variable, little political
judgment, and no special knowledge of New Jersey. The
result of that analysis is given in table 1, column 1.9 The
estimated shark effect (the “beach” coefficient) is a bit larger
than 3 percentage points, just as we argued in the book; the
coefficient is statistically significant at the customary .05 level;
and the overall goodness of fit is superior to both of Fowler
and Hall’s proposed alternative specifications dealing with
political machines.

A somewhat more sophisticated approach would take
account of immigrant density. Where immigrants consti-
tuted less than 20% of the population in this period, as in
rural counties like Ocean, Salem, or Warren, they were gen-
erally not organized by local machines, as the historical lit-
about foreign-born citizens and about their children. Like most analysts, we
counted anyone who was foreign-born or who had at least one foreign-born
parent as an “immigrant.”

8. We found no effect of immigrant groups once the effect of the po-
litical machines was controlled (Achen and Bartels 2016, 124).

9. Votes and demographics are taken from the Manual of the Legisla-
ture of New Jersey and the US census, various years, just as in our book.
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erature makes clear. (For the case of Ocean county, e.g., see
McKean [1938], 183.) Thus, an appreciation for the political
significance of immigrant mobilization would argue for
distinguishing the counties where immigrants were heavily
concentrated in this period (Vecoli 1965, 102): “over half of all
persons of foreign birth in the state were to be found in the
counties of Essex,Hudson, and Passaic;most of the rest were in
Bergen, Middlesex, and Union counties. These were the only
counties in 1900 inwhich the foreign stock accounted formore
than 50 per cent of the total population.Native stock was in the
majority in the other 15 counties. The six ‘foreign stock’ coun-
ties contained almost two-thirds of all the people inNew Jersey,
as well as more than three-quarters of the state’s foreign-born
residents.”10

Alternatively, one might note that Democratic Party ma-
chines in this era generally flourished in urban areas. That
consideration, even without regard to immigrant concentra-
tions, would argue for paying special attention to the most
densely settled counties. Thus, Reynolds’s (1988, 175) detailed
study of New Jersey voting in this period distinguished six
10. By 1910, immigrants made up more than 60% of the population in
each of these six counties; no other county in the state had more than 50%
immigrants.
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counties with no rural areas from the rest of the Garden State
counties, each of which still had rural areas in this period.
Conveniently, the six urban counties identified by Reynolds
are precisely the same six counties mentioned by Vecoli where
immigrants were heavily concentrated—the four we have al-
ready identified as “machine counties” plus Passaic and Mid-
dlesex. Thus, an analyst cognizant of the significance of either
ethnic tensions or urban political culture might well be led to
expect a distinctive voting pattern in these six counties, even in
the absence of any specific historical knowledge about the
presence or activities of Democratic machines.

Focusing on these six urban, immigrant-rich counties pro-
vides only a rough proxy for machine influence in the 1916
election. Parts of Passaic andMiddlesex aremore than 40miles
from the Democratic strongholds of Newark and Jersey City,
a considerable distance in this era. No party machine was or-
ganized in Middlesex until the late 1920s (McKean 1940, 56).
Thus, our original judgment was that Passaic and Middlesex
were in a different category from our four “machine” counties
and that grouping all of them together did not get the politics
of the period quite right. Nonetheless, for the moment we put
aside the politics of the era and our own judgments; we simply
adopt the definition of urban immigrant counties implied by
census demographics and set out by other authors knowl-
edgeable about this period of New Jersey history.
Table 1. The Beach Effect on Wilson’s 1916 Vote
(1)
 (2)
12.200.220 o
and Condition
(3)
n July 17, 2019 12
s (http://www.jou
(4)
:25:11 PM
rnals.uchicago.ed
(5)
Beach
 23.27**
 23.50**
 23.24**
 23.41**
 23.23***

(1.50)
 (1.26)
 (1.27)
 (1.31)
 (.99)
Urban
 23.90***
 26.11**

(1.14)
 (2.25)
Immigrant proportion
 26.22*
 5.81

(3.04)
 (5.12)
Urban # immigrant
 25.36***

(1.72)
Machine county
 25.66****

(1.09)
1912 Wilson vote (three-party share)
 .885****
 .910****
 .937****
 .914****
 .947****

(.091)
 (.076)
 (.079)
 (.079)
 (.061)
Intercept
 8.87*
 6.36*
 3.40
 6.10
 4.54

(4.55)
 (3.50)
 (4.34)
 (3.63)
 (2.78)
j
 2.48
 2.11
 2.09
 2.20
 1.70

Adjusted R2
 .864
 .901
 .903
 .893
 .936
Note. Dependent variable is the Democratic percentage of the two-party vote in New Jersey counties. Entries are regression
coefficients (with standard errors in parentheses). N p 20 (Essex County excluded).
* Significant at .10.
** Significant at .05.
*** Significant at .01.
**** Significant at .001.
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In table 1, “urban” therefore refers to these six counties—
Bergen, Essex, Hudson, Middlesex, Passaic, and Union. In col-
umn 2 of table 1 we report how the beach county effect holds
upwhen “urban” is used as a control in place of our “machine”
variable. The fit is improved from the naive specification in
column 1 where only immigrant share was used, and again the
beach county effect is above 3 percentage points and comfort-
ably significant, this time with a p-value of .013.11 Column 3
adds both the immigrant fraction and the urban variable to
the regression, while column 4 uses their interaction. The beach
coefficient is essentially unchanged in both cases, and again the
effect is comfortably statistically significant.12 Column 5 gives
the original specification that we reported in our book. In our
view, it takes the most careful account of the politics of the pe-
riod; it also fits the data best. The beach county effect is very
similar to that in all the other regressions, but it is now sta-
tistically significant at beyond the .01 level.13

The lag specifications in table 1 are not the only way to
proceed. One could also compute the same regressions using
the difference in Wilson’s vote share between 1916 and 1912
as the dependent variable. Then the naive regression paral-
leling column 1 produces a beach coefficient of 22.8, signif-
icant at .10. The other regressions all show effects above 3 per-
centage points, and they are all statistically significant at the
same levels as before.

One could also weight each observation in the regressions
in table 1 by its 1916 vote total, givingmoreweight to themost
populous counties.14 Weighting is probably not wise here for
the reasons given by Deaton (1997, 66–73) and Solon, Haider,
and Wooldridge (2015): the resulting statistical inefficiency is
likely to outweigh the value of more appropriately averaging
any parameter heterogeneity across counties. However, if one
proceeds nonetheless, then all the estimated beach county ef-
fects are above 3 percentage points, and the number of aster-
isks for statistical significance is the same in each case as in the
corresponding differenced regression.

Thus, across all of these regressions with various combi-
nations of control variables, lag specifications, and weights,
11. Dropping either Passaic or Middlesex individually from the defi-
nition of “urban” makes no difference: the beach coefficient remains above
3 percentage points, with p-values less than .02 in both cases.

12. If immigrant, urban, and their interaction are all entered in the
regression, collinearity makes it difficult to ascertain the effect of the three
control variables, and the fit is no better. But the beach effect remains as
before (23.4), and the p-value is again less than .02.

13. If we add all the other control variables from table 1 to this re-
gression, only the machine variable is statistically significant among them
at .05, and the adjusted R2 statistic indicates a slightly worse statistical fit;
nonetheless, the beach county effect remains 23.2 with a p-value of .011.

14. Using the 1912 total votes as weights gives results that are virtually
identical, as expected.
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just one beach county parameter estimate is as low as 22.8.
The other estimates all lie between23.0 and23.7. Two of the
coefficients are significant at .10; the rest are significant at least
at .05, and the most substantively plausible and best-fitting
specifications show an effect significant at .01.15

In sum, the county data indicate a shark effect of about
3 percentage points, just as we said in our book. Unusually
for aggregate data, a wide variety of sensible model specifica-
tions produce rather similar estimates of the beach coefficient.
As Fowler andHall’s own regressions demonstrate, evenmany
historically inaccurate model specifications produce roughly
similar results. The shark effect is simply very robust.

Fowler and Hall are concerned that “flexibility in data
analysis can lead to false-positive results” (2018, 1427). That is
a genuine problem, one that has been discussed in the sta-
tistical literature for 50 years or more. Examining how re-
sults “would have differed under other defensible specification
choices” is a useful check on overconfidence (1427). To that
end, we discussed in our book an extensive set of alternate
specifications and other statistical checks—and noted that
our shark effect held up handsomely in all those well-fitting
models. Fowler and Hall seem not to have noticed that evi-
dence.

If Fowler and Hall’s alternative specifications were equally
“defensible” substantively and fit equally well, the fact that
they tend to produce slightly smaller and less precise estimates
for the impact of the shark attacks would qualify our argu-
ment. But their statistical models fail on both counts. Gen-
erating plausible alternative specifications is hard work. In the
current case, it requires substantive expertise about Progres-
sive politics and attention to historical detail in the election
returns. In our view, that is what good science requires.

Proliferating forking paths is easy. Substantively implau-
sible, less well-fitting models that make the standard errors
larger and the relevant coefficients statistically insignificant
come readily to mind. Finding attractive, substantively plau-
sible models is much harder. Some potential garden paths are
known to lead to unstable footing or a collapsed bridge. Treat-
ing paths of that kind as attractive alternatives that should
have been explored is both misleading and dangerous, and it
does nothing to direct us to our destination.
15. We also computed Huber heteroskedasticity-robust standard er-
rors and standard errors corrected for clustering, with the clusters defined
variously as the Shore counties, the counties that border the Atlantic
Ocean, or all the counties that border on water. All these raised the t-ratios
and made the p-values for the beach effect even smaller. We do not take
these asymptotic calculations to be exact values, but they do provide ad-
ditional assurance about the consistent shark effect in table 1.
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THE OCEAN COUNTY ANALYSIS
In the second part of our analysis, we looked at the vote in
beach and near-beach townships in Ocean County. As we
explained, we chose Ocean because the Jersey Shore town-
ships there are located on two long thin strips of land sepa-
rated from the mainland—the Barnegat Peninsula and Long
Beach Island. In all cases, they are within five miles or so of
mainland boroughs that are not Shore communities, and they
are typically much closer. Apart from the beach communities
having an Atlantic shoreline and summer visitors, the com-
munities on each side are similar, with many citizens engaged
in the same occupations (Anderson 1998; Hughes 1997; Sto-
kley 2014; Wortman 1963). We showed that the beach and
near-beach communities voted similarly in 1912 but quite
differently in 1916, as the Shore punished Wilson for the lost
income caused by the shark attacks.16 In particular, the two
Shore towns that experienced shark attacks each reduced their
support for Wilson by more than 8 percentage points, a re-
markable drop that Fowler and Hall do not mention.

Fowler and Hall’s criticism of our township-level analysis
of election returns in Ocean County is of a rather different
character from the rest of their critique. Although they raise
a variety of questions about our data and analysis, the key
issue here turns on the status of a single town, Seaside Park,
which we omitted from the analysis on historical grounds.
Adding it back into our analysis, as Fowler and Hall do,
reduces the apparent effect of the shark attacks on Wilson’s
vote share by more than half and the goodness of fit (R2)
by almost four-fifths. However, their argument for including
Seaside Park in the analysis rests on a historical misjudg-
ment. By carefully examining the history and politics of
16. Fowler andHall attempt to replicate this comparison along the rest of
the Jersey Shore, but their details are skimpy. To ensure meaningful com-
parisons, did they drop areas whose populations grew substantially? Similarly,
were they able to closely match beach and nonbeach townships and boroughs
on prior voting behavior? Did they have the same difficulties distinguish-
ing classic Jersey Shore communities from non-Shore areas that they report
having in Ocean County? What did they do about the Garden State Parkway
and its sharp turn away from the beach in Monmouth County, making it a
much poorer dividing line between beach and nonbeach areas there than it is
elsewhere? How did they code Neptune Township, which connects to the
Shore only at Ocean Grove, a teetotaling Methodist campground that effec-
tively discouraged all summer visitors except those who came to hear sermons
and to pray? And so on. Aswe try to demonstrate in the following paragraphs,
details of that kind really matter. Making this sort of comparison persuasively
in the book for just one county (Ocean), an unusually tractable case, required
many weeks of patient historical investigation on our part, including travel to
the area to consult the county library and official records, as well as visits to the
State Archives in Trenton. In the absence of details about their research
decisions, we are reluctant to hazard an assessment of Fowler andHall’s thinly
reported work on three other, much less tractable counties.
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Ocean County, we corroborate our original treatment of this
case and the resulting conclusion that the townships most
directly affected by the shark attacks turned sharply against
Wilson at the polls.

We begin by noting that much of the Ocean County shore
consisted of empty sand dunes at the turn of the twentieth
century, as many local histories remark (e.g., Wilson 1953,
chap. 21). But as the railroads began to reach Shore areas,
more residents arrived. Sometimes borough or township
boundaries were adjusted as real estate companies bought
unpopulated tracts of land for development. Fowler and Hall
worry about these boundary adjustments affecting vote totals,
as they might if they were done in recent decades, but in the
period under study, these were not instances of moving sub-
stantial numbers of people between voting units. Typically the
land being reallocated was nearly or entirely empty.17

The exception to this pattern occurred in the unincorpo-
rated area north of Seaside Park, which eventually became
the borough of Seaside Heights. In 1909, Seaside Heights was
“a barren tract owned by the Manhasset Realty Company”
(Wortman1963, 24, 52). The ownerswere prosperousCamden-
area businessmen with plans for a major resort, not just a few
home sales. In 1913, the New Jersey legislature was induced
to permit the area to become its own borough and separate
from Berkeley Township, an area almost entirely located on
the mainland but of which Seaside Heights was a legal part.18

Thus, Seaside Heights has vote returns reported for the sec-
ondWilson election in 1916 but not for the first in 1912, when
it did not yet exist.

The most pertinent argument that Fowler and Hall make
in their discussion of our Ocean County results concerns this
new borough of SeasideHeights.We stated in our book (Achen
and Bartels 2016, 126 n. 16) that the older, adjacent borough
of Seaside Park “apparently split into two between 1912 and
1916 and jointly nearly doubled in size” as Seaside Heights
was formed. Hence, the 1916 voting population in Seaside
Park was not at all comparable to the 1912 electorate before
the split, and we deleted Seaside Park from our analysis for
that reason, just as we did other townships with more than
25% growth in that era of rapid Jersey Shore development.
17. That is the case for Beach Haven, e.g., which Fowler and Hall drop
or merge with the adjacent town of Long Beach in some of their analyses
because of concerns about boundary shifts (Ocean County Courier 1913f).

18. This new borough was authorized by the New Jersey legislature in
February 1913, subject to a referendum of the inhabitants (Legislature of the
State of New Jersey 1913). That referendum was held onMarch 25, 1913, and
township status was approved 21–0 (Ocean County Courier 1913g). In April,
township officers were elected, and the township government came into being
(Ocean County Courier 1913a; Wortman 1963, 25).
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19. A part of what became Seaside Heights belonged to Dover Township,
but Berkeley Township is the relevant unit for electoral purposes. When
Seaside Heights was incorporated, the legislature designated Berkeley as the
jurisdiction to manage the transition, and the election notice was issued by
the Clerk of Berkeley Township (Ocean County Courier 1913c). In any case,
Dover Township had just three polling places in November 1912, all in the
town of Toms River (Ocean County Courier 1912). The original handwritten
records in the State Archives show that no votes from Seaside Heights were
reported from any Toms River precinct.

20. In 1975, amajority of South Seaside Park’s residents sued the Berkeley

Township Committee to secede from Berkeley and join Seaside Park. Their
children were being bused to schools in Bayville borough in Berkeley Town-
ship. Even with the modern bridge erected in 1950, the trip took the children
an hour each way. Citizens dealing with property taxes or other business had
to travel to the township offices in Bayville, too (Colford 1975). South Seaside
Park had developed a modest population only in the 1920s, after the first
bridge was built in 1914, and thus the township could insist that they come to
Bayville for township business. The township enforced the rule that their votes
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Fowler and Hall note correctly, however, that in the pe-
riod before 1913, unincorporated Seaside Heights was not
legally part of Seaside Park. Instead, it belonged to Berkeley
Township. This leads Fowler and Hall to assume that Seaside
Heights votes were counted separately from Seaside Park, and
that theywere included in the Berkeley Township totals before
1913. In that case, Seaside Park votes in 1912 and 1916 came
from the same borough, with no Seaside Heights votes in-
cluded at either election. And since Seaside Park alone did not
have more than a 25% increase in votes cast, on this argument
it should have been included in our analysis. The result, as
Fowler and Hall show, would be to dramatically reduce the
apparent impact of the shark attacks in the beach townships of
Ocean County.

From the perspective of today’s procedures for election
administration, Fowler and Hall’s assumption that Seaside
Heights voted in Berkeley Township would make consider-
able sense. As it happens, a similar unincorporated area, South
Seaside Park, is adjacent to Seaside Park even today. It, too,
belongs to Berkeley Township, and its citizens’ votes are in-
cluded there. Thus in recent decades, being an unincorpo-
rated area on the Barnegat Peninsula that belongs to Berkeley
Township hasmeant just what Fowler andHall imagine that it
meant in 1912. However, just as statisticians by occupation
worry about overfitting, historians by occupation worry about
“presentism,” the danger of assuming that the past was just
like the present. The issue about Seaside Park, then, is this:
Can we assume that the present municipal procedures in Berke-
ley Township tell us how things were done a century ago?

To answer that question, it is helpful to remind oneself
what life was like on the Barnegat Peninsula in the early twen-
tieth century. The first horse and auto bridge to the Seaside
Park area, a wooden structure, was not opened until October
1914, so that getting from isolated communities like Seaside
Park and Seaside Heights to the mainland in earlier years was
no simplematter. A few people had automobiles, as theOcean
County Courier newspaper frequently noted at the time. But
most visitors and residents relied on trains: “In the first two
decades of the century, however, Shore residents continued to
rely primarily on the railroad for transport” (Wilson 1953,
847; also Wortman 1963, 9).

In 1912, the sole Berkeley Township polling place was in
Bayville borough, as the official polling place announcements
in the newspapers show (Ocean County Courier 1912) and as
the New Jersey State Archives confirm. There was no pre-
cinct in unincorporated Seaside Heights. The total number of
precincts in Ocean County in 1912 was 32, and they are listed
in the Manual of the Legislature of New Jersey (Fitzgerald
1913, 126–27 and 644). Seaside Heights is not among them.
No votes were recorded there, as we confirmed from the
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handwritten returns from each polling place at theNew Jersey
State Archives.19 When elections were held in Seaside Heights
the following year, the number of precincts had increased by
one, and Seaside Heights appears on the list (Fitzgerald 1914,
594, 616). It was noted in 1913 that those were the first
elections ever conducted in that borough (Ocean County Cou-
rier 1913a).

Thus, if Seaside Heights voters were included in Berkeley
Township, as Fowler and Hall suppose, their votes would
have been cast in Bayville. But reaching Bayville from Seaside
Heights would have required two separate railroad connec-
tions covering a distance of more than 11 miles (Discover
Seaside Heights 2017) and then a wait for the connecting trips
back to Seaside Heights. The whole expedition would have
cost substantial time and money.

Alternatively, one could take on the expense of hiring a
boat to cross Barnegat Bay (Miller 2000, 509), but that would
still have left voters several miles from Bayville, and they
would have needed to hire a horse (or have one towed across
the bay with them on a barge) or face a long walk (Stokley
2014, 49). The only other alternative would be to travel by
horse or auto up the peninsula to Bayhead to reach the main-
land and then back down to Bayville, a distance of 30 miles
(Ocean County Principals’ Council 1940, 151). Any of these
journeys would have required a dramatic effort on election
day, which was not inexpensive, consuming hours in each di-
rection. Neither the Asbury Park Press nor the Ocean County
Courier newspaper at the time ever mentions a dramatic he-
gira of this sort when Seaside Park and adjacent area election
events are reported, even thoughmuch shorter and easier trips
from South Seaside Park across the new bridge in the post–
World War II era receive frequent coverage for their incon-
venience to the citizenry.20
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21. The only other geographic unit in our data set of any size that moved
substantially toward Wilson (although less than Seaside Park) in this period
is Ocean Township, which is not on the Shore. It was trending steadily Dem-
ocratic throughout 1911–16, probably because of demographic changes. Drop-
ping this borough from our original analysis makes no difference; the resulting
shark effect on the Ocean County Shore becomes 9 percentage points, statis-
tically significant at .05.

22. Paralleling the approach in our county analysis, the entries in the
figure are the two-party Democratic shares in 1910 and 1916, along with
the three-party shares in 1912 and 1913 when the Progressives received
substantial votes in Ocean County. If instead of the gubernatorial contest
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So if the citizens of Seaside Heights did not undertake
the elaborate trek to Berkeley Township in the years before
the construction of the bridge and did not vote in their own
unincorporated area, where did they cast their votes?

The only remaining option is that they joined their neigh-
bors next door in Seaside Park. Accounts of this period dem-
onstrate that township boundaries were not enforced as rig-
idly as they are now. In the period before incorporation,
Seaside Heights was often referred to as North Seaside Park
or Seaside Park North—just the northern part of Seaside
Park (Ocean County Courier 1913d). The initial legal notice
of planned appeal to the legislature for incorporation of Sea-
side Heights noted that it would include the area “known as
the plan of North Seaside Park,” and the official act of the
legislature authorizing the new borough used the same phrase
(Legislature of the State of New Jersey 1913; Ocean County
Courier 1913b). This verbal description corresponded to daily
life for the few dozen inhabitants. Residents of that area got
their mail in Seaside Park, for instance, and did not get their
own post office until after incorporation (Ocean County Cou-
rier 1913e; Ocean County Principals’Council 1940, 151). They
shopped and attended church services in Seaside Park as well,
since businesses developed only slowly in Seaside Heights,
and no churches were established until 1913 (Ocean County
Principals’ Council 1940, 151; Wortman 1963, 24, 50). More-
over, Seaside Heights children went to school in Seaside Park
until their own school was built in 1913, even though they
lived in an entirely different township (Borough of Seaside
Park 2016;Ocean County Principals’Council 1940, 151).With
no bridge in place, Berkeley Township was simply too dis-
tant. Thus, even in a relatively expensive matter such as school
enrollment, in this time of very small towns with limited com-
munication and close personal ties, living a few blocks away
and being an integral part of borough life was thought to be
a more relevant consideration than formal township bound-
aries.

Perhaps most persuasively, the act of the legislature es-
tablishing procedures for the first vote in Seaside Heights
explicitly instructed Berkeley Township to create a voter roll
for the incorporation election. The township had such a list
for its own voters (the 1912 presidential canvass having been
conducted just a few months before) but did not have one for
Seaside Heights (Legislature of the State of New Jersey 1913).
Obviously, then, before 1913 Seaside Heights residents were
not voting in Berkeley. Contrary to what Fowler and Hall
had to be cast in Bayville, too, until they got their own polling place in 1946
(Asbury Park Press 1946a, 1946b). Discussion of this problem in the local
newspapers from the 1940s onward is extensive, and secession efforts con-
tinue down to the present day (Miller 2015).
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suppose, their votes had been cast in the adjacent borough of
Seaside Park, just as they got their mail, sent their children to
school, and handled their other personal business there. Thus,
the historical evidence forcefully supports the view that votes
from Seaside Park and what became Seaside Heights were
counted jointly in 1912 and reported as “Seaside Park,” as we
argued in our book.

Fowler and Hall proceed by ignoring or overriding this
historical evidence. But even without attention to the history,
careful consideration of the quantitative evidence would have
provided ample warning not to proceed as Fowler andHall do.
The Philadelphia businessmen who founded Seaside Heights
were coming from a city with a GOP machine, in a period
when business elites favored Republicans in any case. Unsur-
prisingly, then, when the 1913 New Jersey gubernatorial race
took place, the first election held in the borough, the Seaside
Heights vote tilted sharply Republican. Edward Stokes, the
GOP candidate, got just under 60% of the three-party vote,
and the Democrat only 30%.

Now, in Ocean County as a whole, 1913 was a rerun of
1912: Wilson’s share in 1912 and the share of his handpicked
Democratic candidate, James Fielder, in 1913 were virtually
identical (38.5% vs. 38.8%). Yet the Democratic Party share in
Seaside Park took a dramatic 10 percentage point jump up-
ward in 1913.21 If we examine the four Wilson-related elec-
tions in this period—Wilson’s gubernatorial race in 1910, his
two presidential elections, and the gubernatorial contest in
1913 with his chosen successor, Fielder (Blum 1951, 76–77),
the sharp break between 1912 and 1913 in Seaside Park and
Seaside Heights becomes obvious, as figure 1 demonstrates.22

What happened?
The obvious interpretation, of course, is that heavily

GOP Seaside Heights had been part of Seaside Park in 1912,
just as the historical evidence suggests. Removing that mass
in 1913, we had used the arguably less relevant Senate race (where Wilson
also intervened on behalf of the winning progressive primary candidate,
William Hughes, but was not involved in his initial selection, according to
Link [1947, 497–98]), the Democratic fraction in each borough would rise
by a little over 9 percentage points, maintaining the same size break be-
tween the two boroughs seen in fig. 1.
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of Republican voters left a greater proportion of Democrats
in Seaside Park, and so its Democratic fraction rose in 1913.
Both communities then maintained their new partisan bal-
ance in 1916, as figure 1 shows. This is all just as one would
expect if the two communities’ votes were counted jointly at
the previous election—but wholly mysterious on Fowler and
Hall’s view that Seaside Park was unchanged throughout this
period.

Turnout figures tell much the same story. The Barnegat
Peninsula, where both Seaside Park and Seaside Heights are
located, was gaining population steadily in this period. Seaside
Park had 54 voters in 1910 and 90 in 1916; Seaside Heights
went from 27 upon incorporation in 1913 to 69 in 1916. Yet
the vote cast in Seaside Park, after rising steadily in prior years,
suddenly dropped in the high-salience gubernatorial election
of 1913 below the level recorded in amuch less visible election
for the state assembly in 1911, and it remained below that level
for several years. As figure 2 shows, the 1913 drop in Seaside
Park vote totals occurred just when Seaside Heights was in-
corporated—precisely what we would expect if votes from
Seaside Heights had formerly been counted in Seaside Park.

Meanwhile, Berkeley Township, which Fowler and Hall
suppose had lost votes to Seaside Heights, does just the op-
posite. Unlike Seaside Park, its turnout jumped by 18% be-
tween 1911 and 1913, as one would expect when a geographic
unit is unchanged and a low-visibility election is succeeded by
a more salient gubernatorial election.23
23. In fig. 2 and in comparisons to 1911, we use the largest total two-party
vote for any reported office as our measure of turnout (except for 1912 and
1913, with strong Progressive candidates running, where we use the three-
party total). In figs. 2 and 3 for 1914, we use the congressional vote because it is
the highest office total in Seaside Park and in the combined vote of the two
Seasides.We ignored the fact that in SeasideHeights there are fourmore votes
for state senator and one more for Assembly in 1916 than for president.
Obviously, none of these tiny differences makes any difference in our con-
clusions.
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Finally, figure 3 shows the combined turnout in Seaside
Park and Seaside Heights from 1910 through 1916. By con-
trast to the erratic path of total turnout when Seaside Heights
is pulled out from Seaside Park, if we instead combine the two
communities the trend line of total votes cast traces a smooth
upward path, just as one would expect from the steady pop-
ulation growth in this period.

In sum, even if one focuses solely on the quantitative evi-
dence, scarlet billows start to spread around Fowler andHall’s
interpretation. This brings us back to our original judgment:
Seaside Park’s reported vote totals in 1912 and 1916 are not
comparable, and thus it should be dropped from the statistical
analysis. That returns us to the conclusion we reported in our
book, with all the specification checks we set out there and
the same drop in Wilson’s vote in the Ocean County shore
communities of about 10 percentage points.

PLACEBO TESTS
Finally, Fowler and Hall produce a series of “placebo tests”
intended to test whether “beach and nonbeach counties could
be subject to different idiosyncratic shocks, making differ-
ences likely even in the absence of shark attacks” (2018, 1434).
Since New Jersey alone does not provide enough cases for this
sort of analysis, they compare electoral swings in coastal and
noncoastal counties in every state with ocean shorelines in
every presidential election since 1872. They find that 27% of
these differences are statistically significant, so that a negative
effect in the Shore counties, as we found, would occur about
one time in seven.

Fowler and Hall acknowledge that “we cannot exactly
replicate Achen and Bartels’s strategy in every state election”
(2018, 1434). Indeed, expanding the analysis from a single
election in a single state to three dozen elections in each of
20 states raises a variety of daunting complications. As a simple
mechanical matter, the probability of observing “significant”
Figure 1. Woodrow Wilson’s vote shares before and after the 1913 incorpo-

ration of Seaside Heights.
Figure 2. Total votes cast in Seaside Park and Seaside Heights, 1910–16
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24. Fowler and Hall (2018, fig. 3) also supply a graph meant to show that
1912 is an outlier among presidential elections in the Progressive period, in
that the Democratic vote share shows a wider gap between the shore counties
and the rest of the state in that year than in the others. This might suggest that
the relevant event happened in 1912, not in 1916 when the shark attacks took
place. Fowler and Hall do not pursue the substantive question of what that
1912 event might be. Moreover, to anyone familiar with New Jersey voting in
this period, their graph will look odd in other respects; for example, New
Jersey’s steady drift toward the Democrats as immigrants pour in afterWorld
War I does not appear in the graph. In fact, we can reproduce their graph only
by averaging the vote shares across counties without weighting by population.
In this era of rapid population growth in some counties, and huge differences

in population across counties, one always has to check whether a result is
robust to weighting by population. In this case, after population weighting,
1912 and 1916 look very similar, and 1912 ceases to be an outlier, which
eliminates Fowler and Hall’s supposed anomaly. The steady trend of the
nonbeach counties to the Democrats is also visible in the graph once the votes
are properly weighted.
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differences in election outcomes between coastal and noncoastal
counties in a given state depends crucially on how many
coastal and how many noncoastal counties there are; Fowler
and Hall make no attempt to adjust for differences of that
sort. More substantively, the characteristics of coastal and non-
coastal counties differ greatly from state to state, and they
make no attempt to account for those differences either. Nor
do they take any account of political factors other than coastal
status that might matter in a given election in a given state.
It is hardly surprising that this style of apolitical analysis will
sometimes produce “false positive” results. But that recog-
nition should be the beginning, not the end, of serious data
analysis. In particular, it should be the beginning of a search
for credible alternative explanations.

Omitted factors are always a concern in analyses of the
sort we presented. As we noted in the book, we spent a good
deal of time considering potential confounding factors fa-
miliar from the literature of the time and from subsequent
historical studies. None of them eliminated the shark effect.
Similarly, having verified that coastal counties in other times
and places have sometimes behaved distinctively at the polls,
talented political scientists like Fowler and Hall might have
asked themselves where and when such differences have
occurred, what are the many factors that might have caused
them, and—most importantly for current purposes—what
implications, if any, those alternative political factors might
have for the Jersey Shore in 1916. Were one or more of those
factors operating powerfully in the Shore that year but not
elsewhere in New Jersey? Does including them in the analysis
eliminate the shark effect? In other words, how does the
politics work in an alternative explanation?

Fowler and Hall do not pursue any part of that task. They
simply point to the occasional effects in other years and other
states of their generic “placebo,” a grab bag of all conceivable
This content downloaded from 128.1
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causes of electoral shifts, as grounds for doubting our find-
ing. But noticing the familiar fact that coastal counties some-
times vote distinctively in other states and other elections falls
far short of providing a sensible counter to our claim of a
shark effect on the Jersey Shore in 1916. It is mere “hit and
run” criticism (Bross 1960)—a vague hypothesis that “maybe
something else happened.” But that is not enough for credi-
bility.

For authors and critics alike, the task is always to provide a
credible substantive argument and show that it empirically
dominates plausible alternatives. That is what we tried to do in
our book. By that standard, the evidence forcefully favors our
conclusion that the shark attacks mattered.24

CONCLUSION
Broad concerns of the sort raised by Fowler and Hall’s cri-
tique of our work are always in order. Are the data pertinent
and the analyses replicable? Do the findings mean what the
analysts say they mean? Are the assumptions and judgments
underlying the statistical work substantively plausible? Do the
results hold up under other substantively plausible approaches
and interpretations? Or were the analyses consciously or un-
consciously constructed to support a particular argument? Hu-
man beings are always subject to errors and biases, and good
science requires both open-mindedness and humility.

Yet critics raising those questions are not always persua-
sive in answering them, especially when their criticisms are
grounded in generic methodological skepticism rather than
careful engagement with the relevant theory and evidence.We
have tried to show here why we adhere to our original finding
that the 1916 New Jersey shark attacks reduced Woodrow
Wilson’s presidential vote in the economically affected areas
that fall. Both the county data and the township data from
OceanCounty support that finding. Andwe have shown, both
Figure 3. Combined turnout by year for Seaside Park and Seaside Heights,

1910–16.
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25. Fisher was by no means alone among statisticians and econome-
tricians with no expertise in oncology who took money from tobacco com-
panies during the second half of the twentieth century.
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here and in our book, that the finding is robust against the
important plausible alternative approaches and interpreta-
tions of the evidence.

Some readers may be surprised by the amount of detail
needed to make our case. Can we not just get on with run-
ning regressions and forget about all that historical stuff ? But
the main task of historical research is always to get right the
culture and politics of the time and place being studied, and
that requires diligent effort to overcome one’s erroneous
preconceptions. L. P. Hartley’s novel, The Go-Between, has
as its well-known first line, “The past is a foreign country:
they do things differently there.” Taking the implicit ad-
monition seriously is what we tried to do in our study of New
Jersey in the Wilson era. Getting the past right is not quick
work, and like everyone else who does this kind of research,
we have learned that the methodological frameworks that
predominate in statistics, economics, public policy, and busi-
ness departments, while profoundly helpful, are not in them-
selves sufficient to prevent inferential blunders in historical
studies. Thus, we did our best to get the history right and to
ground our argument in the full range of available evidence,
both quantitative and qualitative.

Like all scientific work, of course, historical analysis is al-
ways provisional pending additional evidence and insight. In
the case of the shark attacks, New Jersey voting returns at the
borough level are available for the entire state. Some census
data are available for each borough; in larger cities, both elec-
toral and some demographic data are disaggregated by wards.
Moreover, for many cities and counties of the state, there are
local histories, volumes of political reminiscences, and books
of recollections by residents, only a few of which we have con-
sulted for counties other thanOcean. BothWilson’s and Joseph
Tumulty’s papers are available to scholars. Although many
of these sources are available neither on the Internet nor in
university holdings, they can be found in city and county li-
braries or, in the case of Wilson’s papers, in federal archives.
Serious future scholarship may well exploit some or all these
sources to elaborate or modify our findings. But there is no
convenient shortcut to more reliable inferences.

In recent years, quantitative political scientists have be-
come concerned, some would say obsessed, with the infer-
ential risks of nonexperimental data. (The inferential risks of
experimental data—particularly the daunting challenge of
demonstrating external validity—have attracted much less
attention lately, although they, too, have been well known for
decades.) Learning how to make better, more reliable in-
ferences is always a worthy goal, and we have devoted sub-
stantial fractions of our careers to that pursuit. But the way
forward is not to be found solely within the inferential tem-
plates provided by statistics texts.
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Fowler and Hall set out to demonstrate “that recent con-
cerns about voter competence, at least as they relate to voters’
abilities in ignoring irrelevant events, are overblown” (2018,
1435). They argued that we could have done our analysis
many other ways and that some of those other “forking paths”
would have brought us out differently. But simplymultiplying
forking paths without regard to their theoretical relevance
or substantive plausibility is a distinctly unreliable approach
precisely because it is so easy. In their final sentence, Fowler
andHall cast their criticism of our work as a parallel to Fowler
and Montagnes’s (2015) critique of Healy, Malhotra, and
Mo’s (2010) analysis of the electoral impact of college football
games. In our view the parallel undercuts their argument
rather than bolstering it. While Fowler and Montagnes argue
that the Healy et al. finding “is most likely a false positive”
(Fowler and Hall 2018, 1424), that conclusion has been re-
peatedly punctured by analyses employing a variety of differ-
ent research designs and data tending to confirm the original
finding (Busby, Druckman, and Fredendall 2017; Healy, Mal-
hotra, and Mo 2015; Miller 2013). Fowler and Hall do not
pause to consider that evidence, but for anyone who does, the
parallel is more likely to raise concern about the potential for
false negative inferences stemming from substantively mean-
ingless multiplication of forking paths rather than about the
potential for false positive inferences in our work.

Perhaps the saddest instance of how statistical shibboleths
unmodified by substantive knowledge can go wrong is pro-
vided by the great statistician R. A. Fisher (1957, 1958a, 1958b),
who argued that smoking probably did not cause lung cancer.
Fisher had pioneered randomized trials, and he was unable to
think past them. With no academic training in oncology, he
pontificated on the subject as an autodidact. Even in Fisher’s
own time, a better-informed biostatistician, working with sev-
eral prominent oncologists and epidemiologists, was able to
show that the evidence strongly favored a carcinogenic effect
for tobacco smoke (Cornfield et al. 1959). But Fisher persisted.
The tobacco companies were happy to support his work as
they battled the proposed laws and regulations whose enact-
ment would ultimately save millions of lives (Bodmer 2003,
941).25 Naive about human judgment, not least his own, Fisher
worried that inferring the causes of cancer from observational
evidence violated his statistical norms. He wrote, “I do not
relish the prospect of this science being discredited by a cat-
astrophic and conspicuous howler” (Fisher 1957, 298). But the
catastrophic error—both professional andmoral—turned out
to be his.
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As the wisest statisticians have always recognized, persua-
sive empirical science does not come from applying abstract
statistical considerations to poorly grasped research problems.
Rather, it emerges from deep substantive knowledge in dia-
logue with relevant statistical theory. That was the standard
to which we aspired in our book. In our view, that kind of
thinking, imperfect and provisional as always, represents the
way forward for empirical political science.
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